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ZYLOWARE ANNOUNCES THE JUNE 2019 LAUNCHES OF STETSON,
SOPHIA LOREN, RANDY JACKSON AND LEON MAX.
Port Chester, NY: Exciting new Zyloware Eyewear releases for Stetson, Sophia Loren, Randy Jackson
and Leon Max for June 2019.

A full rim metal in a masculine square shape, Stetson 364 mixes traditional style with iconic design.
Sporting a metal top bar on the front, the ST 364 is offered in two statement colors – Pewter (042) has a
brushed gunmetal finish with tortoise and tan temple tips while Dark Gunmetal (058) has a matte dark
gunmetal finish with dark translucent grey temples. Comfort fit features include spring hinges and snap-in
nosepads. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Pewter (042) • Dark Gunmetal 058)
56-17-145
Full rim; Metal frame; Square shape; Metal top bar; Spring hinges; Snap-in
nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Just like Sophia herself, Sophia Loren Eyewear style M295 is instantly recognizable for its elegant
styling and timeless appeal. Delivered in a flattering modified oval shape, this Luxury Fit Eyewear full
rim metal provides added headspace and extended endpieces for women with larger PDs and is available
in two attractive colors. Apricot (069) has a shiny blush front with recessed detailing in a matte finish on
the endpiece and temple. A light apricot stone on the elaborate temple design and apricot pearl marble
temple tips bring this feminine look together. Cognac (168) has a darker hue and features a gorgeous
purple stone adorned on the metal temple detailing with cognac and purple horn temple tips. The SL
M295 incorporates comfort features such as spring hinges, snap-in nosepads and the ability to
accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Apricot (069) • Cognac (168)
54-17-135
Full rim; Metal frame; Luxury Fit Eyewear; Modified oval shape; Etched
wrapping metal endpiece; Etched metal temples adorned with decorative stone
Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Deliver unparalleled style in the handsome appeal of Randy Jackson 3050. This full rim is a traditional
square shape. Two on-trend colors provide a variety of wardrobe options. Grey fade (152) has a grey

crystal to tan crystal front with grey temples. Black Fade (189) has a black top to grey crystal fade bottom
and black temples. Both colors feature matte silver rivets and the Randy Jackson logo foil stamped inside
the right temple tip for subtle branding. Spring hinges allow for easy adjustments. Accommodates
progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Grey Fade (152) • Black Fade (189)
55-18-145
Full rim; Square shape; Silver matte rivets; RJ logo inside right temple tip; Spring
hinges; Accommodates progressives

Randy Jackson 3054 is a striking frame in an equally appealing modified round shape that meets this
season’s trends. With no shortage of options, the RJ 3054 comes in three diverse colors – Black (021),
Sand (051) and Navy (300). Additional comfort fit features include spring hinges for easy adjustments,
snap-in nosepads and the ability to accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Sand (051) • Navy (300)
49-22-145
Full rim; Modified round shape; Shiny gunmetal rivets on temple; RJ logo inside
right temple tip; Saddle bridge; Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

The Randy Jackson Limited Edition X147 is an excellent accessory for the evolved gentleman. This
thick, full rim, rectangular frame comes in two appealing colors. Black/Crystal (189) features a dark top
and a transparent bottom with a matte finish, while Black/Tan (219) has a dark top with a brown
translucent bottom. Linear metal endpieces offer just enough flair to turn heads and a Randy Jackson
logo inside the temple tip provides some nice, subtle branding. These frames have spring hinges for easy
adjustments and accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black/Crystal (189) • Black/Tan (219)
56-17-145
Full rim; Rectangle shape; Metal endpiece; RJ logo inside temple tip
Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

Featuring multi-layer construction, Leon Max 4074 is a full rim metal that will grab your attention. With a
square silhouette and polished finish, the LM 4074 features a raised metal top sheet that runs from the
front to the temple tips in a statement color. Mauve/Gunmetal (073) has a shiny light gunmetal eye wire
and frame interior, with a glossy mauve top sheet front and temple. Both Red/Gold (086) and Black/Gold
(235) feature a shiny gold eye wire and frame interior and repeat the statement color front and temples.
All three colors have the Leon Max globe logo on the temple accented by diagonal metal detailing for a
touch of subtle designer branding. The LM 4074 has spring hinges for easy adjustments and the ability to
accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Mauve/Gunmetal (073) • Red/ Gold (086) • Black/Gold (235)
55-16-140
Full rim; Metal frame; Square shape; Metal top sheet on front with raised
diagonal detailing; Wide fit; Epoxy-filled globe logo on temple; Spring hinges;
Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Leon Max 4075 is a flattering frame designed for the modern-day fashionista. This stylish look features a
full rim in a trendy rectangle shape to flatter a variety of facial shapes and features. Three distinctive
colors provide endless wardrobe options – Denim (061), Brown/Blush Fade (064) and Brown Fade (153).
In addition to its prominent design and appearance, the LM 4075 accommodates progressive lenses.

Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Denim (061) • Brown/Blush Fade (064) • Brown Fade (153)
54-16-140
Full rim; Rectangle shape; Leon Max globe logo on temple;
Accommodates progressives

Leon Max 4076 is a full rim Petite Fit frame in a stylish deep square silhouette – perfect for women with
smaller head sizes. Three distinct colors set this frame apart from the rest – Natural Fade (003) has a
milky tan fade front with demi temples. Black Fade (189) has a dark grey to crystal fade front with demi
blue crystal temples, while Denim (246) has a light blue crystal front with milky demi and blue temples.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Natural Fade (003) • Black Fade (189) • Denim (246)
50-19-140
Full rim; Deep square shape; Petite Fit sizing; Saddle bridge;
Foil globe logo on temple; Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

For more information, retailers may contact Zyloware at 800-765-3700, via e-mail at
sales@zyloware.com, or online at www.zyloware.com.
ABOUT ZYLOWARE: Zyloware Eyewear was founded in 1923 by Joseph Shyer as a manufacturing
facility in Long Island City, NY. Proud to have styled generations of families, Zyloware is dedicated to
providing classic, fashionable and quality eyewear to men and women around the world. Operated by the
third generation of Shyers and currently in their 96th year of business, the Zyloware family continues its
heritage of fine craftsmanship and impeccable style along with dedication to the community. After several
expansions and its evolution into the global supplier it is today, Zyloware moved to its new corporate
headquarters to Port Chester, NY in 2010, increasing its square footage by 50% in a new state-of-the-art
facility.
We recognize that it's our employees, suppliers and most importantly, our customers, that hold the same
standards that make Zyloware the success that it is. Zyloware believes everyone should have access to
quality eyewear and is proud to partner with several optical charities to help bring vision care to those in
need. As a family business, we are devoted to excellence, commitment, passion and innovation.
Eyewear brands include Leon Max, Maxstudio.com, Via Spiga, Randy Jackson, Sophia Loren, Daisy
Fuentes, Project Runway, Stetson, Shaquille O'Neal and more!

